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Azure I Series Anti-Gravity System

The Azure I Series Anti-Gravity System is an enhanced gravity modulation system developed by Yugumo
Fleetworks in late YE 44. Full, unrestricted versions of the system are fielded by the Star Army of Yamatai
and Yugumo Corporation, but restricted versions are available for sale to vetted clients.

Year of Creation YE 44
Designer Yugumo Fleetworks, Mazaki Seina

Nomenclature See Nomenclature Catalog
Manufacturer Yugumo Corporation

Fielded by Yugumo Corporation, Star Army of Yamatai
Availability Mass Production

Price Varies

History

Named for the lovable fan-favorite of Midnight Infinity, the Azure I Series Anti-Gravity System is a
propulsion system optimized for use in gravitational bodies. Designed to counteract, modulate, and
optimize the effects of gravity and inertia on its host unit, the Azure I's functions include propulsion,
inertial manipulation, gravity manipulation and even signature reduction. However, it should be noted
that the latter function of signature reduction is largely restricted for use by the Star Army of Yamatai
and in Yugumo Corporation's internal operations.

Function and Design

Emitters are placed on select outer panels or hull surfaces on the mounting platform, giving
omnidirectional gravity and inertial manipulation. Via these functional units, the Azure I has the following
capabilities.

Signature Reduction

The Azure I can modulate and nullify the gravitational and mass distortion signature of the mounting
platform. In doing so, it can render the host effectively invisible to subspace mass, mass, electrogravitic,
and gravitational sensors. This capability is restricted to the Star Army of Yamatai and internal Yugumo
Corporation use.

Inertial Manipulation

By manipulating the mounting platform's inertia, the Azure I not only enables better fine control, but also
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boost the erratic nature of its maneuverability. In effect, the movements of the mounting platform can be
as nearly as sudden and unpredictable as the operator can think, enabling it to stop or accelerate at will
and in an instant.

Gravity Manipulation

The Azure I can modulate the gravity of the mounting platform to a wide range of functions. Within the
context of power armor, it can allow the user to perform feats including, but not limited to, walking
upside down, hovering in midair, and delivering gravity-enhanced striking attacks. These capabilities are
somewhat echoed for small craft and starships, in not only offering benefits to maneuverability, but also
improving hovering and loiter time.

Nomenclature Catalog

Catalog of Standard Product Nomenclature System.

Yoru no Tenshi 'Tenshi II' Light Mechanized Power Armor Yu-M1-P4503
Mōkin-Class Patrol Craft Yu-V1-P4503
Mozu-Class Starfighter Yu-V2-P4503

Taka-Class Shuttle Yu-T1-E4503
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